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PROLOGUE

Attaining balanced and inclusive economic growth is a key challenge faced by policy makers in countries around the world. Gains of economic growth are easily accessible to relatively advantaged, who find it easier to participate in the growth process while, poor people have to wait much longer to reap the benefits. Providing appropriate access to financial services of formal banking sector in rural areas has always remained a formidable task owing to several supply side constraints including poor branch network in remote areas, lack of appropriate financial products and demand side constraints like financial illiteracy etc. Engaging these sections of society to mainstream economically is essential to achieve equitable growth. Microfinance sector has responded to these challenges admirably in the last 20 years. Microfinance is an mechanism for economic prosperity, that provides savings and investment facility to the underprivileged.

Microfinance includes services ranging from credit facilities, savings, insurance, remittance and also covers non-financial services like training and counselling. Microfinance plays a major role in the financial inclusion which is considered as a major policy objective in the country. Varied schemes and microfinance programmes are initiated by the government with a focuses on mitigating poverty and to improve the lives of rural poor with the help of Income generating economic activities.

Studies have shown that utilizing micro finance services, women become more assertive and confident, have increased mobility, are more visible in their communities and play stronger roles in decision making. While describing the role of micro-finance and micro credit, Yunus, the chief architect of Grameen Bank in Bangladesh, told in a conference organized by Federation of Indian chamber of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) ‘India has to understand that micro-finance is workable and sustainable anywhere where there is poverty. And to make it successful, it needs to emphasize and mobilize the role of women in each rural and poor household’.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
In past decades women were constrained to join in any social activities and not given opportunities in decision making in her family. The conditions of women in rural and remote areas are still worse. Presently
the situation has been changed. She is offered autonomy to do what she wishes. In today's situation more women are involved in Income generating activities. This is a because of the initiatives taken by NGOs, MFI’s and Government institutions in providing microfinance to weaker section of people who are financially excluded. Micro finance programmes for women are increasingly seen by development agencies as effective poverty alleviation intervention. High repayment rates are interrelated to mean that women are using loans productively and controlling credit. This influenced the researcher to concentrate more on the empowerment of women who takes part in the microfinance programmes.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY:
The study is limited only to India. In this study, analysis of this article based on secondary data is given in the national perspective. The study is limited due to limited use of statistical tools. Moreover, the newly formed SHG’s, which are still in infancy stage as well as SHG’s formed under NRLM ,NULM and other government supported schemes, have their own limit in terms of their stabilization and bank linkages and hence their impact has been limited.

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY:
The main objectives of the study are as follows:
1. To analyse the role of microfinance in empowering women.
2. To analyse the progress of SHG Bank linkage programme in the present scenario.

METHODOLOGY:
Present study is empirical in nature based on secondary data and relevant literature has also been compiled from published and documented sources. Such sources include already published material, magazines, journals, websites, reports and periodicals etc. The policy measures suggested are based on critical appraisal of pertinent literature and analysis of research findings.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Sahu and Tripathy (2005), in the book titled, “Self-Help Groups and Women Empowerment” views that 70 per cent of world’s poor are women. The rural women are the marginalized groups in the society because of socio-economic constraints. They remain backward and lower position of the social hierarchical ladder. The conclusion drawn is that women can lift themselves from the morass of poverty and stagnation through micro finance and with the formation of Self-Help Groups.

Sinha (2005), in the study, “Access, Use and Contribution of Micro-Finance in India: Findings from a National Study” observed that micro-finance is making a significant contribution to both the savings and borrowing of the poor in the country. The study suggested the main use of micro-credit is for direct investment depending on household credit requirements at the time of loan disbursement.

Survey (2005), under the title, “Gender Inequality and Women’s Empowerment” observed that women are seriously disadvantaged and the findings for women indicated significantly higher illiteracy rate, lower proportion with primary or secondary and above education, lower proportion not working to earn, low or non-existent media access and far younger age at marriage. The study concluded that common and root cause is the deeprooted patriarchy culture that ascribes a low status to women in all dimensions, the power is maintained by the society and accepted even by many women.

Basu (2006), in the study titled “Microfinance and Women Empowerment: An Empirical Study with Special Reference to West Bengal” examines two basic research points i.e. woman tries to be in safer investment projects linked to her desire to raise her bargaining position in the household and the other point that women empowerment is examined with respect to control of saving, control over loans, control over purchasing capacity and family planning.
Swain and Wallentin (2007), in the study, “Can Microfinance Empower women self-help groups in India”, investigated the status of women with respect to the control of resources, changes in behaviour and the decision-making. The study concluded that SHGs, where a majority of groups are linked with the help of NGOs that provide support as financial service and specialised training, have a great ability to make a positive impact on women empowerment and empowerment is to be pursued as a serious objective by SHG programmes in particular and the larger microfinance community in general, greater emphasis needs to be placed on training, education and creating awareness in order to achieve a larger and long lasting empowerment.

Sharma (2007), in the study, “Micro-finance and Women Empowerment” examined that empowerment is an indicator to built broadly in eight criteria’s, i.e. mobility, economic security, ability to make small and large purchases, involvement in major household decisions, relative freedom from domination by the family, political and legal awareness, participation in public protests and political campaigns. The study concluded that the micro-finance industry promotes the dual objectives of sustainability of services and outreach to the women and poor when deciding to fund specific MFI donors and other social investors in the sector consider both objectives, but their relative importance varies among funders.

Umar et al. (2008), in the study titled, ”The Experience of Microfinance banks operation in their operational Location” observed improvement in the condition of women through the provision of skills acquisition and adult literacy spread by microfinance banks.

Jerinabi and Kanniammal (2009), in the study titled, “Microfinance and Empowerment of Muslim Women : A Case Study of SHGs in Coimbatore city of Tamil Nadu” examined large number of parameters in the study like mobility, recognition in the family, credit sources, asset building and involvement at different levels of decision making. The study recommends that planning for women self employment needs a multi-pronged strategy, procedures for credit access to women should be more easy and simple and further there is a need to evolve new products by the banks which help in long-term sustainability. Puhazhendi and

Satyasai (2002), in the study titled, “Microfinance for Rural People: An Impact Evaluation”, observed significant improvements in the savings of SHG members during post SHG situations. The programme also improves the borrowing pattern of SHG member households in terms of strengthening credit widening and credit deepening with SHG bank linkage model.

Dasgupta (2005), in the study, “Microfinance in India: Empirical Evidence, Alternative Models and Policy Imperatives” commented that a paradigm shift is required from “financial sector reform” to “microfinance reform”. While the priority sector needs to be made lean, mandatory micro credit must be monitored rigorously. The study concluded space and scope have to be properly designed for providing competitive environment to micro-finance services.

GENESIS OF MICROFINANCE IN INDIA

Micro financing by ‘non-formal’ financial organisations already had tentative beginnings by the time NABARD initiated the pilot project for Self Help Group-Bank Linkage in 1992. The earliest instance of microfinance in India can be traced to the initiatives undertaken for providing banking services to the poor women employed in the unorganised sector of Ahmedabad city in Gujarat through the SEWA Bank, set up as an urban cooperative bank in early seventies. Since then the bank has been providing banking services to the poor and self-employed working as hawkers, vendors, domestic servants etc. This model has not been replicated elsewhere in the country, though the Working Women’s Forum (WWF) started promoting working women’s cooperative societies in Tamil Nadu since 1980. Annapurna of Pune and Shreyas in Kerala were other similar initiatives. The Savings and Credit Groups experiment of MYRADA was later supported by NABARD and emerged as the crucible of its pilot project for linking banks with self-help groups (SHGs) This pilot evolved into a regular lending programme as an outcome of the recommendations of the RBI’s Working Group on NGOs and SHGs (RBI,1996). The number of SHGs expanded
exponentially with governments’ poverty alleviation programmes using them as the base as in Mahalir thittam in TamilNadu, Kudumbashree of Kerala or Velugu in Andhra Pradesh. Thus the SHG-Bank Linkage Programme has expanded at a fast pace in India to evolve into the largest microfinance programme in the world, and undoubtedly, it is the main microfinance programme in India.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Certain definitions of Empowerment from report on “Empowering women through Micro finance” “enabling each persons to reach his or her God-given potential”.

- According to UNIFEM, “gaining the ability to generate choices and exercise bargaining power”,
- “developing a sense of self-worth, a belief in one’s ability to secure desired changes, and the right to control one’s life” are important elements of women’s empowerment.
- In order for a woman to be empowered, she needs access to the material, human, and social resources necessary to make strategic choices in her life. Not only have women been historically disadvantaged in access to material resources like credit, property, and money, but they have also been excluded from social resources or insider knowledge of some businesses.

In a nutshell, women empowerment through microfinance has aim to make them economically able to contribute in their life and in their family income so that they would have self-esteem and opportunity to develop as well as important role in decisions with respect to life related to them.

In research, following five dimensions of women empowerment are used to measure overall empowerment: Household decision making; Economic decision making; Freedom of movement; Ownership of property and Political and social awareness, etc. Higher income increases women’s ability to contribute more to the household expenditure, and eventually improve their empowerment.

MICRO-FINANCE AND WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

- Micro Finance is usually understood to entail the provision of financial services to micro-entrepreneurs and small businesses, which lack access to banking and related services due to high transaction costs associated with services these client categories. The two main mechanisms for the delivery of financial services to such clients are (1) relationship-based banking for individual entrepreneurs and small businesses and (2) group-based models, where several entrepreneurs come together to apply for loans and other services as a group.
- There are some 500 million low income entrepreneurs in the world and about 5% have access to financial services. It is a tool for empowerment of the poor low income persons that do not have access to formal financial institutions. Micro finance targets poor women because they have good track records. When they have the financial means, they invest that money back into their families, resulting in better health and education, and stronger local economies.
- Research has shown that investing in women offers the most effective means to improve health, nutrition, hygiene, and educational standards for families and consequently for the whole society. Thus, a special support for women in both financial and non-financial services is necessary.

IMPACT OF MICROFINANCE

Micro finance programmes for women are increasingly seen by development agencies as effective poverty alleviation intervention, High repayment rates are interrelated to mean that women are using loans productively and controlling credit. It is widely assumed that is a clear and direct relationship between access to credit and an increase in the status of women within their households and communities.

NABARD’s Self Help Group- Bank linkage programme, which is the largest microfinance programme in the world, today touches 101 million households through 7.9 million SHGs with thrift & deposits of about INR 1,36,914 million, annual loan oftake of INR 3,72,869 million and loan outstanding of nearly INR 5,71,192 million. Despite these milestones, a large section of the poor population still remain unreached and even majority who are in the SHG fold face the issue of inadequate credit. Bridging the last mile gap and forging partnerships to meet the myriad needs of the poor and to ensure sustainable livelihoods to them are the biggest challenges being faced today. Recently, NABARD and NRLM collaborated in a meaningful way to bring greater synergy in efforts and in taking SHG Bank linkage programme to a higher plane.
SHG-BANK LINKAGE PROGRAMME

SHG-Bank Linkage Programme through its innovative model of linking informal SHGs with the formal banking system had brought in a paradigm shift in expanding the credit penetration and financial inclusion of the marginalized and excluded sections in society. The community based microfinance approach under SHG-BLP, which centered on bringing the poor onto the frontline in terms of thrift, credit linkage, livelihood activities, income generation, financial management and overall socio economic empowerment was well accepted by the financial institutions, NGOs, civil society organizations, governments as well as other stakeholders.

Despite the positive trend being exhibited there is a lurking fear regarding overheating of the sector, multiple financing to the poor clients, poor financial literacy and some grey areas in regulation. SHG-BLP is rather uncharitably being compared by many with MFI led Microfinance programmes ignoring its contribution in terms of thrift & savings, handholding to inculcate financial literacy, provision of credit besides bringing community participation and building social capital etc.

Efforts of NABARD during the year had paid off and can be seen in the turnaround made. It is observed that green shoots are visible in all aspects of the movement as compared to last year. There was a net addition of 2.06 lakh SHGs during the year increasing the number of SHGs having savings linkage to 79.03 lakh as on 31 March 2016. During the year, banks disbursed loan of ` 37,287 crore, recording 35% increase over the last year. The savings outstanding of SHGs with banks as on 31 March 2016 has reached an all-time high of ` 13,691 crore. Assuming that about one-third of thrift of SHG is kept as savings with banks and rest used for internal lending, total thrift mobilized by SHGs may be to the tune of ` 41,000 crore. The total bank loan outstanding to SHGs increased by 10.8% and stood at ` 51,545 crore as on 31 March 2015. By including internal lending at two times of the savings lying with banks, total microcredit through SHG-BLP channel was of the order of ` 78,000 crore. With higher growth in SHG-BLP in priority states, there has been correction in the southern bias of SHG-BLP (Figure 4.2). The share of Southern Region in number of SHGs has declined from almost half (49.75%) in 2013-14 to 44.87% in 2015-16. The most heartening development during the year is improved repayment and reduced NPA in SHG-BLP. The gross NPA of bank loans to SHGs declined by about 100 basis points from 7.4% as on 31 March 2015 to 6.4% as on 31 March 2016. This was achieved in a year when there was overall deterioration in quality of assets and mounting NPAs in the banking sector.

OVERALL PROGRESS UNDER SHG-BANK LINKAGE PROGRAMME DURING LAST THREE YEARS

(Numbers in lakhs/Amount Rs. Crore)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>2013-14</th>
<th>2014-15</th>
<th>2015-16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total SHG Nos.</td>
<td>74.30 (1.53%)</td>
<td>9897.42 (29.45%)</td>
<td>76.97 (3.59%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Women SHGS</td>
<td>62.52 (5.27%)</td>
<td>8012.89 (22.99%)</td>
<td>66.51 (6.38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Women Groups</td>
<td>84.15</td>
<td>80.96</td>
<td>86.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which NRLM/SGSY</td>
<td>22.62 (10.46%)</td>
<td>2277.58 (36.01%)</td>
<td>30.52 (34.92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which NULM/SJSRY</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which NULM/SJSRY</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of SHGs</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>No. of SHGs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of SHGs extended loans</td>
<td>13.66 (12.02%)</td>
<td>24017.36 (16.67%)</td>
<td>16.26 (19.03%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Women SHGs</td>
<td>11.52 (11.02%)</td>
<td>21037.97 (17.83%)</td>
<td>14.48 (25.69%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Women Groups</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>89.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which NRLM/SGSY</td>
<td>2.26 (24.56%)</td>
<td>3480.60 (57.67%)</td>
<td>6.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of NRLM/SGSY Groups to Total</td>
<td>16.52</td>
<td>14.49</td>
<td>39.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of NRLM/SGSY Groups to total</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of NULM/SJSRY</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of SHGs</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>No. of SHGs</td>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>No. of SHGs</td>
<td>Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total No. of SHGs linked</td>
<td>41.97 (-5.71%)</td>
<td>42927.52 (9.02%)</td>
<td>44.68 (6.46%)</td>
<td>51545.46 (20.06%)</td>
<td>46.73 (4.59%)</td>
<td>57119.23 (10.81%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of all women SHGs linked</td>
<td>34.06 (-9.34%)</td>
<td>36151.58 (10.08%)</td>
<td>38.58 (13.27%)</td>
<td>45901.95 (26.97%)</td>
<td>40.36 (4.61%)</td>
<td>51428.91 (12.04%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Women SHGs</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>86.35</td>
<td>89.05</td>
<td>86.37</td>
<td>90.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which NRLM/SGSY</td>
<td>13.07 (9.55%)</td>
<td>10177.42 (18.38%)</td>
<td>18.46 (41.24%)</td>
<td>19752.74 (94.08%)</td>
<td>21.91</td>
<td>26610.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of NRLM/SGSY Groups to Total</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>41.32</td>
<td>38.32</td>
<td>46.89</td>
<td>46.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of which NULM/SJSRY</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3462.62</td>
<td>3.13 (-1.57%)</td>
<td>3979.75 (14.93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of NULM/SJSRY Groups to Total</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>6.72</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NO. OF SAVINGS LINKED SHGS
With higher growth in SHG-BLP in North East Region and other priority states during the last three years, there has been slight correction in the southern bias of SHG-BLP. The share of Southern Region in number of SHGs has declined from almost half (49.8%) in 2013-14 to 44.9% in 2015-16. Saturation in the scope of formation of new SHGs and rationalization of data by banks, especially in Kerala, Tamil Nadu and Puducherry, has resulted in decline in the number of savings linked SHGs in South Region by 4.7% from 37.19 lakh as on 31 March 2015 to 35.46 lakh as on 31 March 2016.

SAVINGS OUTSTANDING
The savings outstanding of SHGs as on 31 March 2016 has reached all-time high of 13,691 crore. The average savings outstanding per SHG increased by 21% during the year to ` 17,324 as on 31 March 2016 from ` 14,368 a year back. The average savings outstanding was highest in Southern Region and lowest in North East Region.

NABARD AS MICROFINANCE FACILITATOR
NABARD continued with its role as the main facilitator and mentor of microfinance initiatives in the country, particularly the SHG Bank Linkage initiative. It continued to provide support in the form of grant assistance for formation, nurturing and credit linking of SHGs with the banks, capacity building of various stakeholders through training, exposure visits, seminars, workshops etc. With the SHG programme now more than two decades old, NABARD intensified its efforts to promote sustainable livelihoods among SHG members by launching Livelihood and Enterprise Development Programme (LEDP), pilots in micro insurance and pension, digitization of SHGs, commissioning studies on topics related to micro credit/ SHG–BLP.

SUPPORT FOR TRAINING AND CAPACITY BUILDING OF MICROFINANCE CLIENTS
NABARD gave due recognition to training and capacity building of various stakeholders such as bankers, NGOs, Government officials, SHGs, SHG Federations and trainers. During 2015-16 more than 5100 training programmes were conducted and about 1.81 lakh participants were trained. Cumulatively, around 35.94 lakh participants have been imparted training as on 31st March 2016 leading to a strong team for implementation of the microfinance programmes.

Grant Support to Partner Agencies for Promotion and Nurturing of SHGs NABARD extended grant support to NGOs, Federations of SHGs, RRBs, NGO-MFIs, CCBs, PACS, Farmers’ Clubs and Individual Rural Volunteers (IRVs) for promotion, nurturing and credit linkage of SHGs with the banks. Untiring efforts of all these agencies has led to spectacular growth of the movement and SHG concept is known to a vast majority throughout the country.

Banks reported credit linkage of more than 70000 SHGs and account opening of about 25000 new SHGs during these programmes. These programmes resulted in better interface between bankers and SHGs leading to increased credit flow and appreciation of each other’s needs.

ON-GOING INITIATIVES
LIVELIHOOD AND ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
Generating income and alleviating poverty through the creation of livelihoods, is one of the goals of the SHG–Bank Linkage Programme (SHG–BLP). NABARD has been enabling livelihood promotion and graduation of SHG members through a variety of programmes that focus on up gradation of skills and developing entrepreneurship abilities. However, skill upgradation trainings alone could generate limited impact on livelihood creation among SHG members. With a view to create sustainable livelihoods among SHG members and to create maximum impact of skill upgradation with hand holding and credit linkages, the Livelihood and Enterprise Development Programme (LEDP) has been launched in December 2015. These programmes are implemented in small batches for a maximum of 150 SHG members in a cluster of
contiguous villages on a project basis covering 15 to 30 SHGs in a cluster of contiguous villages. The programme covers agricultural & allied activities as well as rural nonfarm sector activities. There is provision for intensive training for skill building, refresher training, backward-forward linkages offering end to end solutions to the SHG members.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
Scheme for Promotion of Women SHGs in backward districts of India NABARD, in association with the Department of Financial Services, Ministry of Finance, Govt. of India continued to implement a scheme for promotion and financing of Women Self Help Groups in 150 identified backward districts of the country. The USP of this scheme is that it provides for selection of an anchor NGO in each of the district not only for promoting and enabling credit linkage of these groups with banks (like any other SHPIs under SHG-BLP of NABARD) but also serving as a business facilitator for extending outreach of the banks, regular monitoring of the SHGs promoted and also being responsible for repayment of loans by SHGs to banks. For these services the Anchor NGO is entitled for service charges @5% of the outstanding loan amount. This approach is expected to facilitate sustained financial inclusion by extending banking services to women members of SHGs, promote sustainable livelihood opportunities to the members and facilitate effective implementation of other social development programmes for women through SHGs.

SWARNAJAYANTHI GRAM SWAROZGAR YOJANA (SGSY) AND NATIONAL RURAL-LIVELIHOODS MISSION (NRLM)
SGSY was effective from 1st April, 1999 as a self employment programme introduced by union government to provide assistance to poor families living below the poverty line in rural areas to take up self employment by forming SHGs. Persons taking up self-employment are called Swarozgaris. They may take up the activity either individually or in group. Swarozgaris earn `2,000 per month, exclusive of bank loan repayment. SGSY was restructured as NRLM. Aajeevika or National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM) was introduced by Ministry of Rural Development with the assistance from World Bank for addressing poverty alleviation with greater focus and momentum and to achieve Millennium Development Goals.

MICRO INSURANCE
To increase awareness regarding micro insurance among SHG members and to enhance their enrolment under the scheme Religare Health Insurance has been sanctioned two pilot projects, one in Alwar district of Rajasthan and another in Ramgarh district of Jharkhand. The projects envisages: provision of Health Insurance and Personal Accident Cover; issuance of a Master Policy in the name of the SHPI and individual cover in the name of SHG member and his/her spouse (the couple being treated as one unit); that the insured must be at least 18 years and not more than 70 years of age; that insurance cover will be provided for a period of one year to each beneficiary from the date the policy comes into effect; and will enable SHG members/families to avail cashless treatment in a hospital for any illness/injury/disease (that is not specifically excluded) and also for maternity treatment needs up to a maximum limit of ` 50,000/-. 

MICRO PENSION
International Network of Alternative Financial Institutions (INAfI) has been sanctioned a micro pension pilot project to be implemented in the tribal district of Dungarpur in Rajasthan. The project envisages educating SHG leaders, federation leaders and NGOs on the micro pension products, through pension literacy/ mobilization meetings and workshops for NGO staff members and technical workshops for finalizing the pension products. The project targets coverage of minimum 1000 SHG members under micro pension.

PROGRESS OF PROJECT ESHAKTI FOR DIGITISATION OF SHGS
Keeping in view the Government of India’s mission for creating a digital India, NABARD has launched a project for digitisation of all Self Help Group (SHG) in the country. The upliftment in economic level of the SHG members, mostly poor rural women, by these measures will ultimately facilitate in increasing the outreach of PMJDY and financial inclusion in poor household.
Digitisation of Self Help Groups is a step towards achieving the avowed goals by facilitating the banks to take informed credit decisions on real time basis. Grading reports are being used by banks for appraising SHGs before credit linkage. Large number of first as well as subsequent linkages for many SHGs. Digitisation helps in increasing in credit flow to SHGs. Increased levels of awareness amongst bank branches about the functioning of SHG dealing with them through MIS generated from the system. The real time SMS alerts brought transparency in the operations /transactions and confidence among the SHG members.

**SHG2: REVISITING THE SHG BANK LINKAGE PROGRAMME**

The SHG-Bank Linkage Programme was given a renewed thrust with the launch of SHG-2. The focus of SHG-2 would be on voluntary savings, cash credit as a preferred mode of lending, scope for multiple borrowings by SHG members in keeping with repaying capacity, avenues to meet higher credit requirements for livelihood creation, SHG Federations as non-financial intermediary, rating and audit of SHGs as part of risk mitigation system and strengthening monitoring mechanisms.

**EPILOGUE**

Microfinance is a developmental approach towards alleviating poverty and vulnerability. It is also acknowledged as a cost effective tool to provide financial services to the underprivileged. Microfinance through Self-help group Model results in greater impact in transforming the lives of poor. SHG model has emerged as largest and fastest growing successful community based organisation in the developing world. The SHG bank linkage model provides the cheapest and most direct source of funds. However, this has to be set against the low volume of funds that can be made available through this channel in view of the linkage of credit with savings. As in other financial services models the microfinance model also has evolved over the last two decades. India is a country in which stone-age tribal communities and twenty-first century condominiums cohabit. Bullock carts and bullet trains are contemporaries. Likewise even in the financial services sector, despite expansion taking place with increased outreach of mainstream institutions through a range of technology platforms and novel institutions like small finance banks and payments banks coming into being, the niche area for microfinance will continue to exist, not only till the complete eradication of poverty, but even beyond that. In the nook and corner of the country NGO-MFIs, Self Help Groups will keep up their activities, providing services to the needy as long as they are demanded. In this gigantic effort, the spectrum of stakeholders is contributing its mite to nurture and strengthen this institutional infrastructure so that financial services reach the last person in the remotest corner of the country.
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